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fied instant during execution of a
preplanned robot arm movement, a
collision between a link of the arm
and a human occurs. The quantitative analysis of the trade-off
between such risk and the performance obtainable is one of the
objectives of our work. Such analysis has a strong impact on how
robot mechanisms and controllers
should be designed for humaninteractive applications, giving rise
to a paradigm shift in robot design,
which we will examine in detail.
Previous Work
Robots designed to share an environment with humans, e.g., in
domestic, entertainment, assistive,
rehabilitation, or medical applications [5]–[8], must fulfill different
requirements from those typically met in industry. It is often
the case, for instance, that absolute accuracy requirements are
less demanding. On the other hand, a concern of paramount
importance is safety and dependability [1], [3] of the robot
system. According to such difference in requirements, it can
be expected that usage of conventional industrial arms for
anthropic environments is far from optimal.
The inherent danger to humans of conventional arms can
be mitigated by drastically increasing their sensorization (using
proximity-sensitive skins such as those proposed in [9] and
[10], for example) and/or by modifying their controllers.
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robot arm that is to
interact with humans
has a single design
consideration at a premium—safety. Under
no circumstances should the robot
arm cause harm to people in its surroundings, directly or indirectly, in
regular operation or in failures.
Having stated this, the second most
crucial requirement for robot
manipulators is their accuracy and
rapidity in performing tasks when
required. This article reports on different possible approaches for dealing with the problem of achieving
the best performance, under the
condition that safety is guaranteed
throughout task execution.
Robot safety involves several
different considerations and depends
on many factors, ranging from software dependability, to possible mechanical failures, to human errors in interfacing with
the machine, etc. A thorough hazard analysis and risk evaluation should be performed according to methodical procedures
specifically for different domains of application: these methods
are receiving growing attention from both the scientific community (e.g., [1]–[3]) and international standardization bodies
(see, for instance, [4]). General hazard management considerations are very broad, of course, and fall beyond the scope of
this article. Here, we will only consider a specific, if very
important, type of risk: the situation in which, in an unspeci-
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Active stiffness and impedance control could be employed to
introduce compliance with respect to sensed interactions.
However, these approaches may not prove robust with respect
to impacts on portions of the arm that are not equipped with
sensors. Also, it is well known in the robotics literature that
there are intrinsic limitations to what the controller can do to
alter the behavior of the arm if the mechanical bandwidth
(basically dictated by mechanism inertia and friction) is not
matched to the task (see, for example, [11]). In other words,
making a rigid, heavy robot to behave gently and safely is an
almost hopeless task if realistic conditions are taken into
account. Probably the first lightweight arm for service applications was the whole-arm manipulator (WAM), proposed by
[11]. The stress on safety has pushed a number of technological innovations in actuators, sensors, and structural design in
recent years, leading to impressive realizations such as the generation of DLR lightweight robots [12]. Arms in this class are
primarily characterized by the low inertia of their links and by
backdrivability. A relatively small amount of joint compliance
is often present in these arms as a side-effect of other design
choices such as cable transmission or joint torque sensors.
Suitable force-control policies have been designed to employ
such arms in safety-critical applications [13]–[15].
Another approach to increasing the safety level of robot
arms interacting with humans is to intentionally introduce
mechanical compliance in the design. By this measure, which
is still, of course, to be accompanied with low-inertia design
of the arm’s links, researchers tend to dynamically decouple
the actuator’s rotor inertia from the links whenever an impact
occurs. Naturally, compliant transmission can negatively affect
performance in terms of increased oscillations and settling
time. Accuracy in positioning and stiffness tuning should then
be recovered by suitable control policies.
In this article, we first provide a discussion of the intrinsic limits of performance imposed by safety constraints. The
achievable trade-off is illustrated with several joint actuation
examples, including a rigid transmission, a passive elastic
joint, the distributed macro-mini (DM2 ) actuation scheme
[16], and the variable-stiffness transmission (VST) concept
[17]. For these conceptual schemes, we investigate and
compare limits of performance under safety-enforcing constraints. Based on this analysis, the variable-stiffness actuation (VSA) is considered in more detail as a candidate
technology for high-performance, intrinsically safe mechanism design. Different possible technologies to implement
VSA are reviewed, and control schemes for exploiting the
potential of VSA are considered.

Limits of Performance
Under Safety Constraints
To lay down a principled discussion of different joint actuation schemes in terms of safety and performance, it is important to establish quantitative definitions of both these
concepts. We will give definitions that attempt at not being
too restrictive, although, of course, full generality cannot be
hoped for with any formula for such faceted concepts.
JUNE 2004

Robots designed to share an
environment with humans in
domestic, entertainment, assistive,
rehabilitation, or medical
applications must fulfill different
requirements from those in
industry.
Safety
As already stated, we will only focus on a particular aspect of
safety of robot manipulators, which is against unexpected collisions by the manipulator with a human operator. In the
worst case, impacts could happen anywhere on the manipulator structure and on the body of the operator, and at any time
during the execution of a planned trajectory. The severity of
injuries caused by collisions is a well studied subject in biomechanics, with particular regard to such domains as car accidents [18], [19] or sports [20], though only very recently these
studies have been applied to robotics [16]. Researchers have
developed several standard indices of injury severity, including
the Gadd Severity Index (GSI), the Head Injury Criterion
(HIC) [19], the “3 ms” criterion, the Viscous Injury
Response (VC), or the Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI). Most
of these are related to a basic tolerance limit curve developed
at Wayne State University (the WSUTL) on the basis of data
experimentally acquired from animal and cadaver head collision tests. The WSUTL is a curve plotting head accelerations
versus impact duration, indicating that very intense head
acceleration is tolerable if it is very brief but that much less is
tolerable if the pulse duration exceeds 10 or 15 ms (as the
time exposure to cranial pressure pulses increases, the tolerable
intensity decreases).
Gadd [18] plotted the WSUTL curve in log–log coordinates, obtaining a straight line of slope −2.5, and proposed
accordingly a severity index as:
 t
a 2.5 dτ,
GSI =
0

where a is the head acceleration in grams, and the integral is
extended to the whole duration of collision. A GSI value of
1,000 is generally considered to be the threshold level or tolerance limit for serious head injury.
Versace [19] proposed a mathematical refinement of the
GSI known as the Head Injury Criterion (HIC), which is
defined as:
2.5
  T
1
a(τ )dτ
,
HIC = T
T 0
where T is conventionally the final time of impact. As the
choice of this time is often difficult, it is recommended to
consider the worst-case HIC at varying T, which corresponds
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to taking T equal to the time at which the head reaches its
maximum velocity v(T) (typically, T ≤ 15 ms). An HIC
value of 1,000 or greater is typically associated with extremely
severe head injury; a value of 100 can be considered suitable
to normal operation of a machine physically interacting with
humans. A generalization of the HIC to collisions with other
parts of the body can be considered whereby the 2.5 coefficient is replaced by other empirically determined values α(see,
for example, [21]) and, assuming the operator is standing still
before the impact, one can write:
HIC = T 1−α v(T)α .
In general, evaluation of the above severity indices is numeric,
based on either experimental or simulated data. However, it is
instructive to compute the most widely used index, the HIC,
for the basic case of a single rigid joint moving at uniform
velocity v before impact, as depicted in Figure 1. In this case,
by integration of the equations of motion and simple calculations, one gets
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Krob = Krotor + Klink

Figure 1. Simplified model of the impact between a rigid 1DOF robot arm and an operator.
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Figure 2. Optimal trajectories in state-space (position versus
velocity) for the safe brachistochrone problem of a simple link
model. The link accelerates in the first “bang” piece with
u = ±U max , following a parabolic trajectory until the velocity
bound ẋrob = ±vsaf e is reached; hence, velocity is held constant until the parabolic arc corresponding to u = ∓U max and
going to the origin of the state-space is reached.
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(1)

where total effective mass M rob = M rotor + M link accounts for
both the reflected rotor inertia and link inertia at the impacting section, the impacted operator mass is M oper , and K cov is
the lumped stiffness of a compliant cover on the arm. Notice
that β(·) > 0 is a function only of mechanical (inertial and
compliance) parameters; hence, imposing a maximum acceptable level of injury risk at HICmax implies an upper bound
on the link velocity:

v safe =

HICmax
β(·)

 25

.

(2)

Using data of the second link of a lightweight arm in our lab
(M rot = 1.2 kg, M link = 0.1 kg, soft rubber cover compliance
K cov = 5 kN/m, and M oper = 4 kg), we have that an acceptable HIC of 100 would imply a velocity upper limit
v safe  2 m/s.
Performance
The second crucial step is to quantitatively define performance, or rather a performance metric, so that we can make
informed design and control decisions.
Among many aspects of performance associated with
servo-controlled mechanisms, such as robot arms, a primary
concern is promptness of response, as it is, for example, classically measured in the response to a step input. Clearly,
answers to such questions as “How long does it take to bring
the arm from rest to rest at a prescribed position?” depend on
two factors: the mechanical design and the adopted control
law. Indeed, ideal control laws with endless actuator authority
could be perfectly fast, while remaining perfectly safe. Even in
the real world of real (hence, limited-torque) actuators, the
infinite variety of different controllers would produce different performance and cause different risks for the same
mechanical design.
It is, therefore, important that we decouple the mechanical and the control design problems. This can be done if an
“absolute enough” performance measure is adopted, which
abstracts away the possible controller choices in this phase,
allowing one to concentrate on the intrinsic properties of
the mechanism. In other words, we should like to use the
best possible controller with all different mechanisms we are
interested in examining, and compare their performance in
such ideal conditions.
A measure of how fast a given mechanism can be brought to
a desired configuration, under limited acuator authority and
with safety guarantees, but with an ideally smart control, is its
safe brachistochrone, that is the solution to the following problem:
For a mechanism with total inertia and actuator limits
given, find the minimum time necessary to move
JUNE 2004

between two fixed configurations such that at any instant
during the motion an unexpected impact with the device
would produce a injury severity index below safety levels.
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Such problem formulation lends itself to a direct interpretation in terms of a minimum time optimal control problem.
For instance, the safe brachistochrone for the basic case of
Figure 1, with bounded actuator torque u ≤ U max , can be
written mathematically as
T

minT 0 1 d t


M rob ẍrob = u
(3)

 | ẋrob | ≤ v safe
|u| ≤ U max

1000
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with initial and terminal conditions
xrob (0) = 1, ẋrob (0) = 0,
xrob (T) = 0, ẋrob (T) = 0.

In this case, an explicit solution for the optimal control can
be obtained analytically by application of Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle [22]. It can be easily shown [23] that optimal trajectories in this case are of the “bang–zero–bang”
type and consist, in general, of three extremal arcs corresponding to either saturated torque (u = ±U max ) or
unforced motion (u = 0) (see Figure 2). Correspondingly,
the minimum time Topt for any given initial condition is a
monotonically decreasing function of U max and v max . In
particular, the relationship between performance (minimum
time to reach the origin) and the acceptable level of injury
r isk reported in Figure 3 shows how perfor mance is
inevitably degraded by imposing increasingly high safety
constraints. It is important to note that to recover minimum-time performance, only mechanical design changes
can be effective, as the control resources are exhausted by
optimal control. Assuming that total link inertia is minimized, and that covering compliance cannot be further
increased, a possibility for performance enhancement is left
with the design of nonrigid mechanical transmission.

Passive Elastic Transmission
While several different approaches have been proposed for
the mechanical design of inherently safe arms, the vast
majority use elastic joints (Figure 4). The basic idea behind
the purposeful introduction of compliance in the joint transmission is that of decoupling the inertia of the actuator proper (which is very relevant, especially for geared actuators)
from the inertia of the link. The achieved decoupling is
dynamic, and acts stronger at high frequencies, thus smoothing out the impact force curve and reducing potential danger. The positive effect of transmission elasticity on safety is
illustrated in Figure 5, where the HIC (computed by simulations) of the impact between an elastically actuated link moving at uniform velocity and an operator is reported at varying
JUNE 2004
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Figure 3. The safety-performance tradeoff curve for the rigid
single joint case.
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Figure 4. The interposition of an elastic transmission between
the actuator and the link is a classical approach for reducing
injury risks.
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Figure 5. Head-injury coefficients evaluated for the impact of
a link of effective inertia Mlink = 0.1 kg elastically coupled to
a rotor of inertia Mrot = 1.2 kg by a transmission with
Btransm = 0, as Ktransm varies. The rotor and link are assumed
to move uniformly at velocity v = 10 m/s before impact. Data
points are obtained by simulation, while the solid curve is calculated using the compound inertia formula (4).
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the transmission stiffness K transm . Note explicitly that, in the
limit K transm → ∞, the HIC tends to the value obtained by
(1) in the rigid link case, while, for K transm → 0, only the
link inertia M link is relevant to HIC.
HIC data in Figure 5 are obtained via accurate numeric
integration of the equations of motion after impact. An
approximate evaluation of the HIC for different values of the
transmission compliance can be obtained via (1), introducing
a compound inertia M rob to take into account the elastic coupling between M rot and M link as:
K transm
M rot .
M rob (K transm ) = M link +
K transm + γ

(4)

The compound inertia of the elastic joint is then a function of
K transm linearly interpolating the two limit cases of perfect
decoupling and rigid joint. By choosing γ = 3, 000 in our
example, (4) and (1) provide the HIC curve shown in (5), well
fitting simulation data while substantially reducing calculations.
The downside of elastic coupling is clearly performance
degradation. Intuitively, compliant transmission tends to
respond slowly to torque inputs on the actuator and to oscillate around the goal position, so that it can be expected that
the promptness of an elastically actuated arm is severely
reduced if compliance is high enough to be effective on safety

SEA Minimum Positioning Time Versus Transmission Stiffness
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Figure 6. The minimum time necessary to reach a given positional goal under safety constraints and actuator saturation, as a
function of the transmission stiffness, for an elastic transmission.
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Figure 7. A conceptual illustration of the DM2 approach.
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accounts. The problem of controlling passively elastic joints so
as to recover performance has been studied at length in the
robotics literature, both in the general case [24]–[28] and the
review in [29] and in safety-oriented design contexts [30],
[31]. Because, in general, the response would depend on the
specific control algorithm applied, it is interesting to our purposes to apply our control-optimal performance metric to
evaluate the most prompt response possible. The safe brachistochrone problem can be posed in this case as:
T

minT 0 1 d t



 M rot ẍrot + K transm (xrot − xlink ) = u
M link ẍlink + K transm (xlink − xrot ) = 0



 | ẋlink | ≤ v safe (K transm )
|u| ≤ U max ,
with initial and terminal conditions:

x (0) = 1, ẋrot (0) = 0

 rot
xlink (0) = 1, ẋlink (0) = 0
x

 rot (T) = 0, ẋrot (T) = 0
xlink (T) = 0, ẋlink (T) = 0,
Here, the safety constraint has been imposed by limiting the
impacting link velocity such that the admissible level of injury
risk is never trespassed in the execution of motion. In particular, the value of v safe is now a function of the transmission
stiffness, which is calculated by using the compound inertia
formula (4) in (2). With this assumption, the safe brachistochrone for an elastic joint can be found by numerical methods such as those described in [23]. Results reported in Figure
6 show how the shortest time to reach a given goal is a function of the joint elasticity. The performance, considered as the
inverse of such minimum time, is low for high stiffness, as the
high reflected inertia forces, in this case, very low maximum
velocities. On the other hand, too low a transmission stiffness
is not beneficial to performance either, because of the limited
mechanical bandwidth. The diagram in Figure 6 indicates an
optimum value of transmission stiffness (for the given inertial
parameters), whereby the best performance within safety
bounds is achieved.

Recovering Performance
As already argued, although several techniques have been
devised to efficiently control elastic-joint arms, the intrinsic
performance limitation illustrated by the safe brachistochrone
can only be overcome by modifying the mechanical design
and introducing a somewhat more complicated actuation
mechanism. Two such concepts have been recently proposed
in this context: the DM2 approach and the VST approach.
DM2 Actuation
The DM2 approach [16] mainly consists in dividing torque
generation among two actuators, of which one is devoted to
low-frequency components of the required torque supply,
while the other is designed for the high-frequency part. The
JUNE 2004

two motors are connected in parallel to the same joint: the
slow one, which provides high torque at the cost of large
rotor inertia, is coupled through a passive elastic transmission;
the fast motor, with limited torque but very low rotor inertia,
is rigidly connected to the joint. A conceptual model of the
DM2 is shown in Figure 7. If compared with the scheme of
Figure 4, one notes that the torque source u is now split in
two separate actuators (uM and um ), for which the joint elasticity K transm acts as a compliant coupling. The safe brachistochrone problem for the DM2 scheme can be written as:

The inherent danger to humans of
conventional arms can be mitigated
by drastically increasing their
sensorization and/or by modifying
their controllers.

T

minT 0 1 d t



M ẍ + K transm (xrot − xlink ) = uM


 rot rot
M link ẍlink + K transm (xlink − xrot ) = um
| ẋlink | ≤ v safe (K transm )





 |uM | ≤ U M ,max
|um | ≤ U m,max

pare favorably with those obtained in Figure 6 for passively
elastic transmission and demonstrate the feasibility of an
appreciable performance recovery. This is true in particular
for rather large transmission compliance, while there is
almost no difference in performance for stiff coupling (as it
was to be expected).

with initial and terminal conditions:

x (0) = 1, ẋrot (0) = 0

 rot
xlink (0) = 1, ẋlink (0) = 0
x

 rot (T) = 0, ẋrot (T) = 0
xlink (T) = 0, ẋlink (T) = 0.
For comparison, we will assume that the overall available
torque is unchanged, i.e., U M ,max + U m,max = U max . Notice
that M rot indicates the rotor inertia of the high-torque actuator, while M link is thought to include the light-weight
rotor inertia. The limit value v safe is approximated as before.
The safe brachistochrone for the DM2 actuation scheme for
different values of the coupling stiffness, computed numerically [23], is reported in Figure 8. Results in Figure 8 com-

Variable Stiffness Transmission
A second approach to gain in performance for guaranteedsafety joint actuation schemes consists in allowing the passive
compliance of transmission to vary during the execution of
tasks. Figure 9 is a conceptual drawing illustrating such a VST
scheme. While we defer discussion of how such variation of
transmission stiffness can be obtained in practice to a later section, we should like to discuss here the expected advantages of
the scheme. Consider, for example, a classical velocity profile
for the actuation of a rest-to-rest motion of a joint (the top of
Figure 10), consisting of an initial ramp accelerating from zero

vrot
uact

vlink
uK

Rotor
Inertia
xrot

4.0

xlink

Figure 9. The concept of VST consists of allowing the elasticity of the transmission Ktransm to be a controlled variable during execution of a task.
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Figure 8. Minimum time to goal under safety constraints and
actuator saturation as a function of the elastic coupling stiffness,
for a DM2 actuation scheme. Results previously obtained for a
passive elastic transmission are shown (dashed) for reference.
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Figure 10. The intuitive behavior of a VST in a 1-DOF rest-torest task. High stiffness is imposed at low velocities, while
transmission compliance is introduced at high velocities to
reduce potential impact injuries.
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to maximum velocity, a uniform velocity part, and a final
descending ramp decelerating again to zero. At a rather intuitive level, it would be desirable that the joint have low stiffness
in the high velocity phase, so as to minimize reflected inertia
and thus injury risks. On the other hand, it would seem
appropriate to have as high a stiffness as possible in the early
accelerating phase so as to allow the actuator to put the link in
motion swiftly, and in the final deceleration, where oscillations
have to be minimized. To verify possible advantages of the
VST scheme, let us consider again the safe brachistochrone
problem, assuming now that the transmission stiffness is a control variable u K subject to lower and upper limits:

3.8
3.6

VST
DM2

Minimum Time

∆σ = 0

3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

u K ,min = (1 − σ )σ̄ u K ,max = (1 + σ )σ̄ ,

∆σ = 0.6

one can observe from Figure 11 that performance can be
improved beyond that of DM2 for σ ≥ 0.5. It is also noteworthy that, for σ = 0, the same results of Figure 6 are
obtained again (modulo slight numerical differences). Figure
12 shows the diagrams of joint velocity ẋlink and compliance
u K obtained along the optimal solution of the safe brachistochrone of a VST joint with σ̄ = 0.2 and σ = 0.8. The
diagrams confirm that an effective VST control policy should
suitably blend slow-and-stiff and fast-and-soft phases, as anticipated in Figure 10 (notice stiffness saturation in the initial and
final phases). It is fair to point out that the very positive results
by the VST scheme would probably be somewhat lowered,
should a realistic mechanism for implementing variable stiffness be considered, by, for example, making stiffness adaptation slower. However, we believe that the analysis above still
provides an useful insight in the relative merits and shortcomings of the two actuations schemes and might even suggest
alternative solutions.
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Figure 11. Minimum time to goal under safety constraints
and actuator saturation for a VST scheme, as a function of the
stiffness center value σ̄ and for different stiffness ranges σ .
Previously obtained results are reported for reference.
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with initial and terminal conditions:

The optimal control problem, somewhat more involved here
than in previous cases due to the nonlinearity of the dynamics, was solved numerically [23], and results are reported in
Figure 11. As it can be expected, the effectiveness of VST
depends on the affordable range of compliance at the joint,
the best performance being obtained in the limit case that the
transmission could be controlled to be either perfectly compliant or stiff (u K ,min = 0, u K ,max = ∞) (see Figure 11).
Considering a symmetric range of controllable stiffness:

∆σ = 0.2

3.4

T

minT 0 1 d t



 M rot ẍrot + u K (xrot − xlink ) = uact
M link ẍlink + u K (xlink − xrot ) = 0


|

 ẋlink | ≤ v safe (u K )|uact | ≤ U max
u K ,min ≤ u K ≤ u K ,max

1.5

2.0

2.5

Implementation of the VST Concept
While we have shown that the concept of VST can be an
effective means of dealing with the safety/performance tradeoff, in this section we will briefly review some possible implementations of the mechanics and control of VST systems and
discuss their relative advantages and disadvantages, so as to
provide some background and directions to explore in the
realization of intrinsically safe, efficient actuation mechanisms.

Time

Figure 12. Optimal joint stiffness and velocity during a restto-rest task.
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Mechanical Implementation
The implementation of safe actuation mechanisms based on
passive transmission elasticity and on DM2 has been considJUNE 2004

ered in detail in [30] and [16], respectively. As to VST, a first,
direct approach is to implement a mechanism that can
mechanically vary its compliance by means of adjustablelength leaf springs, for example. The idea has been introduced
very early in robotic assembly to achieve passive impedance
[32], [33] and has attracted renewed attention more recently
for the design of humanoids and human-friendly robots [34],
[31]. The possibility of introducing a controllable amount of
damping in the transmission using magnetic brakes [34] or
electro- or magneto-rheological fluids [35] has been also envisioned. Mechanical impedance adjusters typically require two
actuators per independently controlled joint (one for the joint
motion and one for the adjuster), and tend to be rather bulky
in their implementation if the adjuster actuator is placed at the
joint. In [31], a clever design of a three-degree-of-freedom
(3-DOF) anthropomorphic shoulder mechanism with programmable passive compliance was described with reduced
encumbrance and number of actuators (at the cost of coupling the compliance of different DOFs).
A second approach that has been followed in the design
of tunable passive compliance joints is the antagonistic concept. The approach takes its name by analogy to the organization of biological muscular apparatuses (see [36], for
example). To build an antagonistic VST, different technologies can be adopted, ranging from very simple to sophisticated. Indeed, some commercial actuators, such as
low-friction two-way air cylinders (see Figure 13), are
already intrinsically suited to this function.
A rotary VST joint is illustrated in Figure 14. Here, two
actuators (for instance, conventional electric motors) are connected to the same joint in an antagonistic arrangement
through mechanically compliant elements (depicted as
springs). Notice that the two actuators need only be operable
one-way (e.g., pull-only). It is interesting to derive a simple
model of this mechanism. The torque τ applied to the joint,
corresponding to a joint angle q, actuator angular positions θ1
and θ2 , is given by:

elongation, are therefore in order. In the common case that
the two springs are equal and have bounded elongation
L min ≤ L i ≤ L max , i = 1, 2, we have that the stiffness range
(which was shown in the previous section to directly affect
performance) evaluates to
σ =

P1

Figure 13. Even a simple off-the-shelf two-way air cylinder
can be used as a linear VST actuator. Increasing air pressure in
proportion in both chambers increases the overall stiffness of
the rod, while the equilibrium of the rod under an external
load can be displaced by a differential in chamber pressure.

ki1
θi1

θi2

Figure 14. An antagonistic arrangement of two actuators on
a joint to control joint position and stiffness independently.

F[N]

with k1 , k2 the spring stiffness coefficients, L 1 = r θ1 − Rq
and L 2 = r θ2 + Rq their elongations, R the radius of the
joint pulley, and r the radius of the actuator pulleys.
The effective joint stiffness σ , defined as the infinitesimal
variation of the joint torque corresponding to an infinitesimal
change of joint angle, while inputs to actuator are held constant (no reliance is thus made on feedback control of actuators in case of impacts), is simply evaluated as:

25

∂τ
σ =
= R2 (k1 + k2 ) − R2
∂q



∂k2
∂k1
L1 +
L 2 . (6)
∂L 1
∂L 2

It can be easily observed that, if stiffness coefficients k i are
constant, the overall joint stiffness is independent of the actuator inputs. To realize a VST with this scheme, nonlinear elastic elements with coefficient k i (L i ), depending on the
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Figure 15. The force-length characteristic curve of a helical
conical spring, obtained by the Hexagon Spring Software [37].
In the length range Lmin = 22 mm, Lmax = 38 mm, the force
curve is approximately parabolic with k(L) = 1.47L − 28.8.
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Another approach to increasing the
safety level of robot arms
interacting with humans is to
intentionally introduce mechanical
compliance in the design.

To implement nonlinear elastic elements, different arrangements can be conceived, among which helical conical springs
are perhaps the most common example. Nonlinearity of the
force/length curve (see Figure 15) depends on the flattening
of outer coils, when the conical spring is used in compression.
By careful design and suitable preloading, conical springs can
be made to work in the nonlinar region, where the force

F1

r
q,τ

F2

Figure 16. Model of a VST joint actuated by two antagonistic
McKibben actuators.

curve is approximately parabolic. An advantage of employing
two identical springs with parabolic force/length characteristic in the antagonistic scheme is that the resulting joint stiffness is independent from the joint angle (∂σ/∂ q = 0).
However, helical conical springs tend to be rather cumbersome if a large enough range of joint stiffness is required to
meet performance specs. For instance, from the data reported
in Figure 15, a spring designed to work in the range
L min = 22 mm, L max = 38 mm achieves only σ = 0.2.
An interesting alternative to implement tunable passive
compliance is provided by McKibben artificial muscles
[38]–[41] (Figure 16). These are pneumatic actuators consisting of an inner inflatable tube, closed at the ends and surrounded by braided cords. A simple, yet accurate, model for a
McKibben muscle proposed by [39] is summarized as
2
f = k(L 2 − L min
)p,

where f is the applied force, p is the pressure in the inner
tube, L is the actuator elongation, k and L min are constant
parameters depending on constructive details. The model is
valid in the operating region L min ≤ L ≤ L max , where
f > 0. For a robot joint actuated by two identical McKibben
actuators in antagonistic arrangement, as shown in Figure 16,
the joint characteristic functions for joint torque τ and stiffness σ = ∂τ/∂ q, assuming commands to be control pressures,
p = (p1 p2 )T , are obtained as:
  

2
2
τ
Rk(L 12 − L min
) Rk(L 22 − L min
)
p.
=
−2R2 kL 2
σ
−2R2 kL 1

(7)

Evaluating the stiffness range for this arrangement, at equilibq=0
r ium
in
the
configuration
(where
L 1 = L 2 = (L min + L max )/2 = L̄ and p1 = p2 ), one has:
σ =

pmax − pmin
.
pmax + pmin

Using a moderate pressure range ( pmin = 0.5 bar ,
pmax = 4.5 bar), a significant stiffness variation of σ = 0.8
is obtained.
The linear map (7) is invertible within the operating
region of the two actuators, hence, one can quite straightforwardly compute the inputs to obtain a desired joint torque
and compliance as:


Figure 17. The University of Pisa SoftArm has a 3-DOF anthropomorphic and lightweight structure, actuated by McKibben
artificial muscles in antagonistic pairs. The arm can interact
closely with a human operator in both low- (top) and high-frequency (bottom) ranges.
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1

2
− 1d 2R2 kL 2
Rk(L 22 − L min
)
d
p= 1 2
τ+ 1
σ.
2
2R kL 1
Rk(L 12 − L min
)
d
d

(8)

The space of actuator commands can thus be regarded as the
Cartesian product of the two subspaces of noninteracting torquegenerating commands and contraction stiffening commands.
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Based on these considerations, McKibben artificial muscles can probably be considered among the best candidates
within readily available actuators to implement the VST
scheme. We adopted antagonistic McKibben actuators in the
implementation of an experimental 3-DOF VST arm
described in [17] (see Figure 17). However, McKibben actuators do have several disadvantages, such as rather slow
response, parasitic conduit capacitance, and the necessity of a
pressurized main air source (which renders them unsuitable
to applications such as humanoid robots). A possible alternative in the short term could be provided by innovative
electromechanical design focusing specifically on implementation of the VST concept, and, in a longer time-scale, by
emerging technologies such as polymeric gels, nanotubes, or
electroactive polymers [42], [43].
Control Implementation
The problem of controlling arms with passive, constant compliance has been studied extensively in the robotics literature (see
[44] and [24] for examples), albeit often without a direct relation to safety of operations. Techniques for accurately controlling positions exist, which are based on advanced nonlinear
control techniques (see [25], for example) and typically assume
knowledge of accurate models of inertial and compliance parameters. Adaptive control methods that could cope with uncertain inertia in elastic joints have also been studied (as cited in
[45]), although adapting to unknown stiffness parameters
appears to be a tougher problem, due to the fact that compliance parameters enter nonlinearly in the dynamic equations.
For robot arms with VST, the control problem is clearly
more faceted as it also involves the continuous change of joint
stiffness and is virtually an untouched subject so far (up to our
knowledge). We confine ourselves to describe the problem in
its generalities here and to describe some possible solutions
and research directions.
Naturally, the dynamic control of tunable compliant arms
inherits many of the problems with the control of flexible
arms, but they can only partially enjoy solutions provided in
that field. A key difference is the presence of essential nonlinearities in the model of soft arms, which obviously make control much harder. This is particularly true when an exact
model of the system parameters is not available, and adaptation is necessary.
An important control objective is to guarantee that arbitrary trajectories of the end–effector can be controlled while
stiffness is controlled to desired values, without the two specifications interfering with each other (decoupled control).
Some results in this direction have been presented in [17].
A first necessary element of a VST control systems would
be a planning algorithm to provide reference motion and stiffness trajectories. The planner should take into account the
insight gained by solving the safe brachistochrone problem for
a VST joint by blending slow-and-stiff and fast-and-soft phases, so as to guarantee safety (with adequate margins) of the
nominal motion. Execution of such nominal motion despite
disturbances and modeling inaccuracies should then be
JUNE 2004
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Figure 18. A conceptual description of a control system for
VST arms.

enforced by a closed-loop control scheme. A possible organization of the control system for a VST arm, depicted in
Figure 18, is described as follows:
1) For given motion specifications (e.g., rest-to-rest
motions of the arm joints with required safety level), the
trajectory and compliance planner (TCP) block computes offline the optimal reference profile for joint positions θ and stiffness σ (as cited in Figure 12). The role
of the TCP is similar to that of a Cartesian-to-joint reference translator in conventional arm controllers.
2) The HLC computes joint torques τ as a function of
joint-position tracking errors, just like a standard joint
controller implementing a proportional integral derivative (PID), for example, or computed torque scheme.
3) Based on such a torque request and on the stiffness reference, the actuator reference generator (ARG) block
computes set values for the individual motors actuating
the VST arm. For instance, an ARG for an antagonistic
McKibben arrangement, as in Figure 16, would simply
implement the inverse map (8), computing set muscle
values p.
4) Low-level controllers (L.L.C.) would only take care of
closing a fast inner loop to ensure that actuators actually
follow their set values (typically, commercial actuator
drivers implement this block).
Alternatives to the conceptual scheme of Figure 18 can be
devised by aspiring to the biomechanical theory of human
motion [46], for example. For instance, the internal model theory admits the existence of a (learned) dynamic model of the
human arm in its sensory-motor control. Such a model, with
unknown constant parameters, is continuously adapted by a
feedback adaptive control that generates the model parameters
estimation [47]. A thorough theoretical and experimental study
of these different approaches to control is in order to evaluate
relative merits and possible convergence of the different
approaches to the control of variable stiffness arms.

Conclusion
The problem of achieving high performance with a mechanism that is safe to humans interacting directly with it poses
many challenging technological problems. We have considered the problem of designing joint-actuation mechanisms
that can allow fast and accurate operation of a robot arm
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while guaranteeing a suitably limited level of injury risk. Different approaches to the problem have been presented, and a
method of performance evaluation has been proposed based
on minimum-time optimal control with safety constraints. in
our opinion, VST is one of a few different possible schemes
that allows the most flexibility and potential performance.
Some aspects related to the implementation of the mechanics
and control of VST actuation were also reported.
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